Abstract this paper concern about design ACOS with PLC system. The supply of electricity will move from the main generator to the battery when the main generator lost one phase, and the power supply will switch to the emergency generator when the voltage in accordance with the emergency generator working voltage AC electrical equipment on board is 380VAC. Electricity supply shall not move directly from the emergency generator to the main generator but to the battery first to prevent damage to the AC electrical equipment on board. Transport time for the system for 30 seconds ACOS equipment in accordance with the ICC and SOLAS regulations which require the transfer of under 45 seconds. ACOS equipment can be used in real conditions on the ship because it has phase failure, under voltage and over voltage protection and a relay as an indication for the transfer of command power supply automatically.
Bl ack out condition at shipboard is a condition that main generator cannot supply the electricity to the consumer due to emergency condition. This emergency caused the ship crew cannot operate the main generator. In this condition, emergency generator should be activated. This ACOS have capability to switch electrical energy from main source to emergency source and to increase the value of safety, this system activated automatically so that the ship is not in a state of black out in a long time [1] [2] . It turns on the emergency generator during an outage, monitor the operating conditions of the generator to normal and ready to supply power, to move the switch main burden of power source around the generator to an emergency generator or vice versa, and turn off the emergency generator when the power source play generator is back supplying power in ship [1] [2] [3] .
A. Component Equipment of Automatic Change Over
Switch (Acos) ACOS system has several circuit system consisting of a series of power and control circuit or control circuit. The series aims to provide a power supply or distribute electricity from the main generator, the battery and the emergency generator to the electrical load. The whole process is a centralized control system on PLC receiving instructions or orders either from the HMI or voltage and phase detection sensor failure.
Equipment that used for the ACOS system are : [4] [5] . This equipment uses 10 pieces of light as a simulation of emergency load the battery. This equipment uses a dc lamp as emergency electrical load which will be supplied by a battery with a capacity of 12v, 7a. Specifications emergency equipment components used are as follows: -10 lamps with a voltage of 12V, and power 5W -MCB (Miniature Circuit Breaker) 12x2 mm -Busbar 10A, 125A
B. Acos System Circuit
The power circuit in the equipment is functioning as a liaison or the dealer system from the main power to the load generator and emergency generator to the load.
The series of inputs and outputs on the device is used as a signal for the PLC decision makers to execute a command. Input served as an indication for the main generator and an emergency generator output while serving as acting out of work to load the PLC program. Input used on this equipment as much as 5 pieces, and the output of 5 pieces. Table 1 is a table of This series of power supply used to provide power or electricity supply to the equipment. The supply of electricity used is AC and DC power supply. AC power supply is used to run the PLC, contactors and relays AC.
While the supply of DC power to run equipment such as DC relays and HMI. Voltage to the AC power used is equal to 220VAC while the voltage to the DC power used is equal to 24VDC. For DC electrical equipment, the applied voltage is equal to 12VDC. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Condition A. Main generator ready, ready battery, emergency generator ready Condition when the initialization process, the ready electricity supply is the main generator, batteries and emergency generators. When the run button on the HMI is pressed, the PLC gives orders to supplay electric power to the load. When RCP off (indication of loss of one phase generator play) the generator will shut down and switch to battery supply. The battery will supply for 5 seconds waiting for equipment supplied by electricity from the main generator actually off and then will switch to an emergency generator. Emergency generator will supply electricity to power equipment such as ship navigation equipment, lighting equipment, and other emergency lighting. When the PLC detects the RCP on (an indication of the main generator is normal), the emergency generator will off and supplied by the battery for 5 seconds to turn off the equipment supplied emergency generator. After 5 seconds, it will switch to supply the main generator. 
B. -Condition B. Main generator Not Ready, Baterry ready, Emergency generator ready
Initialization process conditions, the ready electricity supply is the emergency generator and batteries. When the RUN button on the HMI is pressed, the PLC commands to emergency generator supplying electricity to the load.when RCU off (indication of loss of one phase of emergency generator on / off), emergency generator will shut down and switch to battery supply. After the RCP on (indication of the main supply generator ready) then the PLC commands to move the power supply to the main generator. If the RCP is not on, the PLC will it signals to the emergency generator to starting. Starting given time for 20 seconds, if within 20 seconds the emergency generator is not on, it will display the command to turn on the emergency generator manually. After turning the emergency generator manually, then the RCU on back (indication that the supply of emergency generators ready) and pressing the "continuous" on the HMI. When the "continuous" is pressed, the power supply will switch to the emergency generator. 
C. -Condition C, Baterry ready, Main generator not ready, Emergency generator not ready
Conditions of electricity supply is a battery ready. When the RUN button on the HMI is pressed, the PLC commanded a battery supply power to the DC load. Battery supply power, it is directly PLC sends a signal to the emergency generator to starting. Starting conducted over a period of 20 seconds, when before the 20 seconds expire and emergency generator ready (RCU on), moving the PLC power supply from the battery to the emergency generator.Ketika battery is still supplying electricity to the DC load and RCP on (an indication of the main generator ready), PLC will move the generator to the main electrical supply. When the main generator having problems or loss of one phase (RCP off) then supply electricity directly transfer to battery. Similarly, the emergency generator, when the RCU off (emergency generator phase loss), the supply of electricity will go directly to the battery. From the results of tests performed in this thesis, it can be deduced as follows: a. Electricity supply will move from the main generator to the battery when the main generator lost one phase and move to the emergency power supply voltage emergency generator when the generator in accordance with a working voltage ac electrical equipment on board is 380 VAC. b. Electricity supply not move directly from the emergency generator to the main generator but to the battery first to prevent damage to the ac electrical equipment on board. c. Transport time for the system for 30 seconds acos equipment in accordance with the icc and solas regulations which require the transfer of under 45 seconds. d. There interlock system on the equipment to secure the incoming power supply simultaneously. e. Equipment acos can be used in real conditions onboard because it has phase failure, under voltage and over voltage protection and an indication of the relay as the electricity supply removal orders automatically.
